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મ! ;! ኚમĵྻᑙয়Ķߎ̥ᆂຌޤĈ
హߎ˗ΐ͇ٔߎ˗˫ߍĈ
ඌ! ;ĵྻᑙয়ĶವߎϠয়וఌྻ
ᑙăĵྻᑙ˫ߍĶᔴྻᑙāᔗߎг
̙؟āΩߎ̘ලāା̻ாϟҬ˗
ᕆ˴̘ලă
࿆႕Ȉ͞۩ࠧ!!ٙѣ˘̷ኜ઼˿
тֽৠ˧̝ٙΐ!!ன݈࠰Ξ֍
ĵ࿅႔ȇۨࠦ͝Ķć࿅႔ವߎΆ
႔āΆ႔ȇ͝ႼۨĂ࿅ࠦڰăĵ٘
Ѣ˗̶ኛ˾Ķć٘Ѣ˗̶ኛҡ
˾ăĵсּয়˦̜٘ΏĶćోߎҡ
য়˦٘Ώ҂їವăĵఌఌந݇
ΝĶćгՎ˗࣍चՎ˗࣍в
͝ోந݇ā˗̶ாϟోΝͼ࠺૿ă
ٕѣኜ઼˿!!ܧᗓݰᚗٙј
ஐᇝκঅӻ!!፲னЍځঔ
ĵٔѢኛ˾ĶćٔۯѢ̘
С˾āѢĂѢ͝ĂѢ˫
֍āѢΰ͝ăĵܦᗒݯᚖ٘
їĶćԚۏᔴ̘СāҬోߎᗒୡѲ
ᖄ̘ஏ̶˗ᚖ٘їವăĵஏ
ᇜιӺĶćᔗѢஏᇜιహ
Ӻᚖ֒ăĵ፱நЌڀওĶćг
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Question: What is meant by “playfully roaming with spiritual penetrations”?
Is that a kind of kungfu, or a kind of samadhi?
Answer: “Playfully roaming with spiritual penetrations” means using spiritual
penetrations to go everywhere to play. In the “samadhi of playful roaming,”
even though one roams and plays, one is still within samadhi. This is just not
being attached. Everything one does is to teach and transform beings, without
any attachment at all.
Sutra:
Throughout the ten directions of space,
All lands and countries are spread.
By the aid of the Thus Come Ones’ spiritual power,
They appear and become visible to all.
Commentary:
Throughout the ten directions of space, / All lands and countries are
spread. / By the aid of the Thus Come Ones’ spiritual power, / They
appear and become visible to all. The lands of all Buddhas completely fill
space and exhaust the boundaries of the ten directions.
Sutra:
Perhaps there are various lands and countries
Composed of immaculate jewels.
Made of pristine maÜi, wondrous and sublime,
They appear in an ocean of dazzling light.
Commentary:
Perhaps there are various lands and countries--round, cubical, or pyramidal
in shape. Although they are different, they are composed of immaculate
jewels. They are all devoid of defiled dharmas and unclean things. These lands
are made up of precious substances. Made of pristine maÜi, wondrous and
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sublime, / They appear in an ocean of dazzling light. Pure maÜi is the best
kind of gem-the most rare, wonderful, and beautiful. All of these lands blaze
with brilliant light that is as boundless as the sea.
Sutra:
Perhaps there are kçet ra s of pure radiance
Situated in empty space.
Perhaps within the sea of jeweled maÜi,
Other lands reside in a treasury of light.
Commentary:
Perhaps there are kçet ra s of pure radiance / Situated in empty space; /
Perhaps within the sea of jeweled maÜi, / Other lands reside in a treasury
of light. Some kçetras dwell in a glorious blaze of light.
Sutra:
In the sea-vast assembly, the Thus Come One
Proclaims the magical wonder of the Dharma wheel.
Vast and boundless, the states of Buddhas
Delight the hearts of sentient beings who see them.
Commentary:
In the sea-vast assembly, the Thus Come One. In all lands, the Buddha
sits in the Way-place beneath the bodhi tree, teaching and transforming
as he skillfully proclaims the magical wonder of the Dharma wheel.
The techniques he uses are ingenious and wonderful, exactly matching the
potentials of beings. Vast and boundless, the states of Buddhas could never
be spoken of in their entirety. They delight the hearts of sentient beings
who see them. They experience great joy when they see the Buddha turning
the Dharma wheel and proclaiming the Dharma. They believe and accept the
teachings and practice accordingly.
Sutra:
There are lands ornamented with maÜi,
Shaped like flower-lamps, spread out everywhere.
Clouds of blazing, fragrant light
Provide a radiant, netlike cover of exquisite jewels.
Commentary:
There are lands ornamented with maÜi jewels, / Shaped like flower-lamps,
spread out everywhere in profusion. Clouds of blazing, fragrant light /
Provide a radiant, netlike cover for these lands of subtly exquisite jewels.
Sutra:
And there are lands without boundaries,
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ᇃ౾ஐᄃ͵অ!!ኜҢӻචఄᚑ߇
ĵٔѢ݄˾ᙜᅪĶćٔۯѢҡ
݄ᇂ́૿՞ѢᙜᅪăĵшҜቶය́
ওĶćֵලቶය́ও҂Ҝăĵᇂ౽
ஏᄂʹĶćహࠦʹও˪ᇂ౽˪
ஏāᄂ˗ਟࠦʹওߎ̘˗ᇸăĵኛ
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ኜඳᖠி࿆д̚!!૱֍δᇃ̂ᚗ
ĵٔѢ݄ওᐋᖻĶćٔۯѢࠦʹ
ওವпဉ֣̃ᆂᖻăĵͼҡނয়૿ш
ҜĶćЮࠍҡނয়˦ā٘ͼθᔴహ
ᆂᖻā˴ߎޜοшăĵኛᖟா࿅г
̙ĶćѢޜйᖟ࿅ξгహʹࠦও㝮
ᙜăĵ૰γᇂ́ᚖĶć૰૰ోਔ
ו՞Ѣᇳฒ֣ᆂйᇂ́ࠠᚖă
ٕѣҝٕ!!ࣣ͘ܛٺೇѣҝ͇֗
߳ᎊዌ֤˯!!૱ٺѩᖼڱ
ĵٔѢҜ͗ܚٹĶćٔۯѢʹࠦওߎ
ֵල࣑ܟᘱԚ͗ܚ҂ҜăĵٔೆѢ
Ҝ֖͆Ķćٔ˪ۯѢࠦʹওߎҜг
֖͆㝮ᙜăĵ߲ᎉዋ֣ˮಳĶć
߲ᎉዋ֣ҡహқˮʹಳăĵ૰ٹѨ
ఌᖻڰĶć૰૰г݇ᙜ٘ᄱహ
ఌ٘ᖻ́ڰă
ֶٕᚗፘπӮҝ!!ࢶำ̚Ϻೇ
ٕѣֶኜ̂ͪ̚!!ѣҝિࣣܛঔ
ĵֵٔᚖፗοӭҜĶćٔۯѢʹࠦও
ߎֵලᚖፗοӭҜăĵࢵ፼า̙Ϲೆ
ĶćٔۯѢʹࠦওߎֵලࢵ፼า҂
ҜăĵٔѢֵኛ̙́ͩĶćٔۯѢʹ
ࠦওߎֵල́ͩ҂ҜăĵѢҜાܚ
ওĶć˪Ѣࠦʹওߎֵዪા
ܚও҂Ҝă
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Dwelling in a vast, deep sea of lotus-blossoms,
Expansive and pure, unique in the world
Adorned with the wondrous goodness of all Buddhas.
Commentary:
And there are Buddhalands without boundaries, / Dwelling in a vast,
deep sea of lotus-blossoms. They are expansive, vast, and pure, unique in
the world. They differ from ordinary worlds in their purity and brightness.
They are adorned with the spiritual penetrations and wondrous goodness
of all Buddhas--the adornment of their good roots.
Sutra:
Some seas of lands revolve like wheels.
Established by means of the Buddhas’ awesome spirit,
They are filled with multitudes of Bodhisattvas,
Who constantly see endless expanses of jewels.
Commentary:
There are also some seas of lands that revolve like wheels. These revolving
wheel-like worlds are established by means of the Buddhas’ awesome spirit
so that although they revolve, they remain peaceful. They are filled with
uncountable multitudes of Bodhisattvas, / Who constantly see endless
expanses of jewels, inexpressibly many of them.
Sutra:
Worlds may exist upon a vajra hand
Or perhaps in the body of a heavenly lord.
Vairocana, the unsurpassed Honored One,
Always turns the Dharma wheel in those places.
Commentary:
Worlds may exist upon a asura’s vajra hand / Or perhaps in the body of
a heavenly lord. / Vairocana, the unsurpassed World Honored One, /
Always turns the great Dharma wheel in those places to teach and transform
beings.
Sutra:
Some worlds dwell balanced on jeweled trees;
Others, amid dazzling clouds of incense.
Some are submersed in great bodies of waters,
While others float upon a vajra ocean.
Commentary:
Some worlds dwell balanced on huge, jeweled trees, / Others, amid dazzling
clouds of incense. / Some are submersed in great bodies of water, / While
others float upon a vajra ocean.
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Sutra:
Some are located upon a vajra banner,
While others dwell amid an ocean of flowers.
Such vast, all-pervasive spiritual transformations,
Are manifested solely by Vairocana Buddha.
Commentary:
Some worlds are located upon a vajra banner. Vajra is an indestructible
substance. While others dwell amid an ocean of flowers. / Such vast, allpervasive spiritual transformations, / Are manifested solely by Vairocana
Buddha. There is no place that these spiritual transformations do not reach. This
wonderful substance is manifested through the miraculous power of Vairocana
Buddha. He is the speaking host of the Flower Adornment Sutra; his name means
“Bright Light Pervading Everywhere.” He is able to manifest these states.
Sutra:
Worlds may be long or short; there is limitless variety.
Like turning wheels, their appearances are not the same.
Rare in the world, this wondrous treasury of adornments
Is perceived through pure cultivation alone.
Commentary:
The character xiu )࣑*!here means “long,” not “cultivation.” You should be able
to tell from the context, because the line also has the word “short.”
[Editor’s note: This commentary is lectured by disciples.]
Worlds may be long or short; there is limitless variety. These worlds
are not of just one shape or form. They may be dwarfed or elongated, wide or
narrow, any shape at all. Like turning wheels, their appearances are not the
same. They all have their own distinctive characteristics and features, which
are cyclical and always changing. Rare in the world, this wondrous treasury
of adornments is different from ordinary, worldly adornments. It is perceived
through pure cultivation alone. It is only through pure cultivation of wholesome dharmas and through discipline that one can perceive the adornments
of these worlds.
Sutra:
All these distinct and various lands
Exist by virtue of a sea of vows.
Some lands are constantly suspended in space,
With Buddhas filling them like clouds.
Commentary:
All these distinct and various lands and the seas of worlds, all having their
particular circumstances, exist by virtue of a sea of vows made by Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas in the past. Some lands are constantly suspended in space,
/ With Buddhas filling up all the space in them like clouds.
FTo be continued
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